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Board Oversight Of Compliance
By Thomas F. O’Neil III 

As regulatory demands on public companies 
have increased, oversight of corporate com-
pliance structures has become central to the 
board’s fiduciary duties. While the board as 
a whole is responsible for assuring sound 
compliance, more boards are considering a 
dedicated compliance committee as an over-
sight mechanism.

It is well settled that the duties of care and loyalty 
require a board of directors to effectively oversee 
compliance and ethics and risk management pro-
grams. Over the past 25 years, the standard of care 
has evolved materially since the seminal cases were 
adjudicated in the Delaware Chancery Court. It no 
longer focuses on sustained or systemic failures, and 
it is not satisfied by general awareness of a program’s 
structure, or by mere participation in risk assessment 
or risk appetitive initiatives. To fulfil today’s “reason-
able inquiry” obligation, directors must confirm that 
the company’s systems are reasonably designed to 
detect and prevent compliance failures.

As a threshold matter, the board must verify the 
company’s reporting systems and communication 
channels to assure that directors are timely informed 
of compliance gaps and failures. Equally important, 
a board must develop a governance model that en-
ables the directors to identify and mitigate risks and 
instances of non-compliance. 

Particularly in highly regulated industries, the 
oversight needs to be well-informed and robust, with 
an ability and willingness to lean in when neces-
sary. In such settings, directors will discharge their 
responsibilities only if they understand the business 
model, the sector, the competitive landscape, legal, 
regulatory and operational risks, and stakeholder 
expectations.

Over several decades, external stakeholders, includ-
ing customers, investors, regulators and enforcement 
agencies, have developed rigorous expectations with 
respect to a board’s oversight of compliance. A cul-

ture driven by compelling core values, rather than 
by fear or fiat, is the foundation of a successful pro-
gram. For it to flourish, employees must understand 
and embrace institutional commitments to integrity, 
accountability, acceptance of responsibility and op-
erational transparency. 

The most effective programs enable strategic suc-
cess. They include a compelling ethical dimension, 
through which each employee develops a moral 
compass that informs decision-making. In partnership 
with the C-suite, directors serve as cultural stewards, 
and the board is ultimately responsible for setting the 
“tone at the top.” 

Boards are now expected to be well-informed 
about the design, content, implementation and 
ongoing operation of the compliance program.

Federal agencies have issued guidance regarding 
the critical attributes and functions of an effective 
compliance and ethics program. They have focused, 
with increasing clarity, on the governance and over-
sight dimension, which, in many respects, serves as 
the capstone. Governing bodies are expected to be 
well-informed about the design, content, implementa-
tion and ongoing operation of the program. 

A board must be satisfied that the program meets 
legal and regulatory requirements, and that the 
chief compliance and ethics officer (CCEO) is em-
powered and has unfettered access to the board and 
the C-suite. Effective oversight means meaningful 
interaction with members of the compliance team, 
and appropriate independent communications, such 
as executive sessions. 
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Among other things, boards must assess the ad-
equacy and quality of the resources devoted to the 
program; the scope and quality of the compliance risk 
assessment process; the operational effectiveness of 
key controls (such as policies and procedures, train-
ing programs, reporting channels and mechanisms); 
and the scope and reliability of critical verification 
initiatives (testing, auditing and monitoring). A 
board should also determine whether the program 
is scalable, sustainable and evolving in response to 
self-assessments and external guidance. 

Additional considerations include whether execu-
tive compensation is properly aligned with compli-
ance and ethics metrics, and whether the leadership 
team responds appropriately to compliance failures. 
When benchmarking data and predictive analytics are 
added to the mix, the volume of relevant information 
becomes substantial, if not overwhelming. 

Ensuring that the board has the capacity to discharge 
these responsibilities can be a serious challenge. 
The 11th edition of the Board Practices Report, a 
collaborative effort between Deloitte’s Center for 
Board Effectiveness and the Society for Corporate 
Governance, presented findings from a survey of 
public company members of the Society. 

Responses were submitted by 102 individuals, 
44 of whom represented large-caps, while 51 were 
from mid-cap and seven were from small-cap firms. 
Sixty-seven percent of the respondents reported that 
legal and regulatory risks were overseen by the entire 
board, yet only 30 percent confirmed that the CCEO 
regularly attended full board meetings. 

The CCEO should have a solid-line report-
ing relationship with the board through the 
compliance committee, and should serve as a 
“source of truth.”

It is, then, imperative that boards determine whether 
they are effectively discharging their compliance and 
ethics oversight responsibilities. What follows are 
observations and suggestions for undertaking that 
critical evaluation. 

 Board composition. At least annually, a board 

should assess its composition and determine whether 
the requisite expertise is at the table. If not, the board 
has two options. It can recruit one or more new direc-
tors, or retain a qualified advisor. Ideally, in the spirit 
of continual self-improvement, the assessment will 
also identify educational opportunities for various 
members of the board. 

 Delegation to a board committee. To ensure 
that adequate attention and time are devoted to 
oversight, the board should consider delegating 
primary responsibility to a committee. In many 
sectors, audit committees of both public and private 
companies assumed responsibility for oversight of the 
risk management program. Over time, compliance 
and ethics programs often became an extension of 
that remit. Given the breadth of an audit commit-
tee’s duties, particularly for public companies, it is 
not uncommon for compliance and ethics program 
oversight to receive less than optimal attention from 
that committee. 

For these reasons, in highly regulated industries, 
such as healthcare and financial services, boards 
are increasingly forming committees to oversee 
compliance and ethics matters. This enables the 
committee to accelerate the board’s education, to 
forge a critical relationship with the CCEO, and to 
monitor the development of the compliance team and 
the effectiveness of the program. 

The scope of the committee’s authority, responsi-
bilities, and operating protocol should be detailed in 
a comprehensive charter. Its work must be informed 
by relevant expertise through director membership 
or an external advisor. 

 Relationship with the chief compliance and 
ethics officer. The CCEO should have a solid-line 
reporting relationship with the board through the 
committee and should serve as the “source of truth” 
in the same way that a chief internal audit execu-
tive interacts with the audit committee. Ideally, the 
committee chair and the CCEO will forge a highly 
collaborative working relationship. 

The committee should review the CCEO’s com-
pensation package annually to confirm that it is fair, 
consistent with similarly situated leaders across the 
company, and competitive within the industry. 
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If a CCEO leaves the company for any reason, one 
or more committee members should interview the 
executive and report back to the board. Moreover, 
before a CCEO is terminated, the committee chair 
should be notified and briefed.

 Committee operations. A board’s compliance 
and ethics committee should meet at least four times 
a year, typically in conjunction with quarterly board 
and board committee meetings. The chair should not 
hesitate to convene additional telephonic or virtual 
meetings as necessary.

The CCEO should develop a committee calendar 
and dashboard that identifies the areas and matters 
that will be addressed in each meeting, along with 
the lead presenters. The committee should encour-
age the CCEO to empower the compliance team as it 
develops. It can be invaluable for both directors and 
senior management to invite members of the compli-
ance team to participate in the quarterly meetings. 

The compliance and ethics committee should meet 
in executive session with the CCEO at the conclu-
sion of each quarterly meeting. Additional executive 
sessions with other members of the team should be 
considered as the annual calendar is finalized or in 
response to new developments. 

At least annually, a board compliance com-
mittee should assess the performance of the 
CCEO and her team, as well as the resources 
dedicated to the program.

 Meeting materials. The CCEO should review 
with the committee chair the proposed agenda for 
each meeting. The committee chair should receive 
a draft set of the meeting materials at a cadence that 
enables the compliance team to address the feedback 
provided.

Annually, the CCEO should present to the com-
mittee an internal assessment of the maturity and 
operational efficacy of the program, as well as a work 
plan for its development and enhancement. Relevant 
benchmarking data can facilitate the committee’s 
review. The work plan should be informed by, among 
other things, sector guidance from regulators and 

enforcement agencies, as well risks identified through 
the risk assessment process, the program’s controls, 
external audits and regulatory reviews or surveys. 

At least annually, a board compliance committee 
should assess the performance of the CCEO and team, 
as well as the resources that have been dedicated to the 
program. Benchmarking data and external expertise 
can be helpful in this regard. The committee should 
also review the completion statistics for compliance 
training, feedback on the training sessions from the 
recipients, and any disciplinary actions taken in 

Chartering Compliancemim
A Checklist For Your Committee

 Purpose. A compliance committee’s core purpose is 
to oversee company compliance and ethics programs, 
including the performance of the Chief Compliance and 
Ethics Officer (CCEO).  

 Membership and leadership. Compliance committees 
typically have at least three members. In the case of 
public companies, it is a best practice to ensure that every 
member satisfies applicable independence requirements.  
In appointing committee members and selecting the 
chairperson, the board should consider the expertise 
required to fulfill the committee’s duties. 

 Meetings and operating protocol. Board compliance 
committees should meet at least four times a year, with 
additional sessions as the chairperson deems necessary. 
The charter should address attendees and permissible 
meeting formats, quorum and approval requirements, 
and the maintenance of approved meeting minutes.  

 Authority and responsibilities. The charter should 
detail the committee’s responsibilities, including the 
scope of its oversight and the actions it will periodically 
undertake. It should describe the data, information and 
reports that the committee expects to receive from man-
agement. The committee should be authorized to retain 
external advisors and to conduct or oversee inquiries 
and investigations. 

 Governance. At least quarterly, the committee should 
meet in executive session and report to the board on its 
activities and decisions.Annually a committee should 
review its charter and assess its performance and ef-
ficiency.

OVERSIGHT OF COMPLIANCE
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response to training completion failures. 
Compliance policies and procedures are important 

to an effective program, and management is respon-
sible for ensuring that they are periodically reviewed 
and, as necessary, revised. The committee should be 
briefed at least annually on these initiatives.

The committee should also annually review the 
process for assessing and, as warranted, investigat-
ing reports of compliance concerns. The committee 
members must confirm that all such reports are being 
tracked systematically; that qualified personnel are 
assessing them on a timely basis; that any investiga-
tions are objective, thorough and completed within 
a reasonable amount of time; and that appropriate, 
consistent disciplinary actions are undertaken. 

Quarterly meeting materials should include an 
update on the execution of the program work plan. 
Other key areas to be addressed quarterly include 
cultural, communications, and educational initia-
tives by the compliance team; findings from internal 
compliance audits and testing and monitoring work 
streams; and potentially significant inquiries, audits 
and investigations by government agencies. 

The quarterly packet should include synopses of 
internal reports of compliance concerns, including 
potential violations of applicable laws or regulations, 
the company’s code of conduct, and its policies and 
procedures. Committee members must be informed 
of new matters, as well as findings and conclusions 
reached in compliance investigations. 

Employees are more likely to report potential 
wrongdoing when they feel comfortable in 
the environment and are confident that their 
voices matter.

Too many organizations misinterpret low report-
ing statistics, drawing the erroneous conclusion that 
compliance concerns or gaps do not exist. In fact, such 
data often highlights a serious cultural problem—a 
failure to establish and effectively communicate a 
duty to report such concerns, or a perception that 
speaking up might lead to retaliation. Employees 
are more likely to report potential wrongdoing when 

they feel comfortable in the environment and are 
confident that their voices matter. 

Throughout the year, the committee should care-
fully monitor the assessment and investigation process 
to ensure that reports do not go unaddressed for an 
extended period of time. Did appropriate communi-
cations occur with those who expressed concerns or 
reported potential violations? Failures of this critical 
control can have painful consequences. 

In November 2021, the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission Office of the Whistleblower released 
its annual report to Congress. The report noted that 
some 75 percent of monetary award recipients had 
first raised their concerns internally to supervisors, 
compliance personnel or anonymously through a 
confidential channel. 

It is also helpful for committee members to pe-
riodically receive environmental scans that inform 
them of noteworthy public policy, regulatory and 
enforcement developments in the sector. Often these 
materials are drafted by outside counsel with input 
from in-house professionals. 

 Periodic independent reviews. At the heart 
of a director’s duty of care lies the obligation to 
inquire. Insofar as compliance and ethics program 
effectiveness is concerned, board committees in 
some industries periodically retain outside experts 
to perform independent assessments. Some regula-
tors and enforcement agencies are requiring boards 
to do so as part of resolution agreements. 

For example, the Office of the Inspector General of 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
in its corporate integrity agreements, often requires a 
board or its compliance committee to retain an inde-
pendent compliance expert to perform effectiveness 
reviews of the company’s program, and to prepare 
reports on the expert’s findings and recommendations. 

If a board committee retains such an expert, it should 
ensure at the outset that the review will be more in-
cisive than a mere confirmation that key controls, or 
even a “paper program,” have been established. After 
engaging the expert, the committee should convene 
periodic executive sessions for updates on the review. 

Upon receiving the recommendations of the advisor, 
the committee should discuss them with management 
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to determine whether there are any areas of disagree-
ment, and to prioritize them for implementation. 
The recommendations should then be incorporated 
into an annual program work plan overseen by the 
committee. 

 Committee reports to the board. With the 
creation of each new board committee comes height-
ened communications obligations. The chair of the 
compliance and ethics committee should confer 
regularly with the chair of the board’s audit com-
mittee to ensure that information from management 
is communicated horizontally, and that compliance 
and ethics risks are considered in the enterprise risk 
management process. When feasible, it can be helpful 
to have one director serve on both committees. 

The committee chair must also provide the board 
with meaningful reports that summarize the commit-
tee’s work and highlight concerns and top initiatives. 

The formation of a compliance and ethics commit-
tee is a delegation, not a divestiture, of oversight 
responsibility. Every director must continue to fulfil 
fiduciary duties of care and loyalty. 

Delegation of appropriate, well-delineated re-
sponsibilities to a board committee can enhance the 
effectiveness of governance by facilitating oversight 
that is informed and thorough. This enables the board 
to focus on strategic and related matters. 

As stakeholders have raised their expectations of 
compliance and ethics programs, boards have in-
creasingly sought to fulfill them through a chartered 
committee. Critical to such a committee’s success are 
access to the requisite expertise, a highly constructive 
and transparent relationship with the CCEO, a crisp 
operating protocol, incisive meeting materials and 
periodic independent reviews.         
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